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Vin Tech returns
Our member Patrick Jones, who is Instructor, Program Leader for the Automotive Service Technician
Program at Camosun College, has let us know that our Vin Tech can be hosted at the Camosun Automotive shop. This vehicle inspection program commenced in 1985 by our Victoria Chapter and that first Vin
Tech was at Country Jubilee Texaco. By 1997 about 100 vintage vehicles belonging to our members had
been inspected. Our last Vin Tech was in 2005 so it will be great to have this very worthwhile program in
place again.
At this Saturday April 1 Vin Tech, there will be Red-Seal certified inspectors including Patrick, Mike Bocsik (an instructor), Andy Bullen (tool room manager), plus Geordie Seel and Ethan Pennell who are recent
former students. There will also be a couple of current enthusiastic students to assist with the inspections.
The Camosun facility has the latest equipment to facilitate thorough and safe inspections, including multiple 2-post hoists and two drive on hoists for early vintage cars that can be difficult to lift on newer style
2-post hoists. .
Reservations will be required and Paul Taylor is the facilitator. There will be a registration form at our
March 7 meeting. If you are interested in having your vehicle inspected and will not be at the March 7
meeting you can contact Paul Taylor.
Complimentary refreshments will be available prepared by Chapter chefs Paul and Liz Taylor. There is
no charge for the Camosun vehicle inspection services.

1990 Vin Tech at Dave and Judy Wallace’s property.

Happy New Year drive, greet, and eat.
A chilly and brisk day was a perfect backdrop for our annual New Year’s Day car run. Brent Morrison
had organized a scenic drive for the approximate 80 people who were hosted in 16 vintage vehicles from
our Chapter and the 37 cars in total. As usual for this day we had many guests from other car clubs.
The drive included a highlight of downtown, the beauty of our marine scenic drive, a touch of Cadboro
Bay and Gordon Head before arriving at our refreshment destination, the Fairgrounds on Stelly’s Cross
Road, our annual swap meet venue. After this 30 miles drive Karen and David Hilder were ready to
host us with the diet blown donuts and beverages. Thanks Brent, Karen and David plus the volunteers.

Top left Brent Morrison is offering New Year’s wishes and bottom right David and Karen are pleased with the event.
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Sunday run, January 15
This was a Taylor Made Run (patent pending), highlighting driving in circles. Participants left from our
usual meeting place, drove a few Saanich roads before getting into the western communities. Soon there
was the climb of Triangle Mountain and a couple of roads that a few hadn’t previously experienced. The
refreshment stop was to be My-Chosen Café but with no ability to make reservations and a very busy
afternoon, most of the Sunday run crowd took the road less traveled to the Olympic View Golf Club for
goodies.
There were 22 vehicles and 37 people, half of those vehicles and people being vintage. The drive totaled
20 miles and took about an hour, due to the driving in circles.

His New Ride
Heinz recently switched his vintage ride, selling his 1931 Model A and purchasing a 1954 Chevrolet Bel
Air. His drive will be easier now with the more powerful (than the Model A) 235 cubic inch and the
smoother shifting with the three speed synchromesh transmission. Heinz commented that he saw the
car on Used Victoria and it appealed to him right away. He further said that the car is a Victoria car,
originally owned by a lady in Oak Bay. “I bought it off a gent in Gordon Head. The price was right.
Needed some TLC, a carburetor overhaul, timing adjustment, runs good now. Its all original.”
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Joe Who

Article and pictures from Joseph and Marie Kovacs

What ever happened to Joe WHO, (Kovacs) the former Chapter Vice president for the years 2008 to
2012? Well Joe and his 1968 Barracuda surfaced, married in of all places Mission BC. Not the best environment for using a vintage car all year round. He has been keeping a low profile as a residential
general contractor for the last two years. His building project is now finished and Marie his lovely wife
has a new house to live in with an endless amount of landscaping work on the two acre homestead.
All “fun” vintage work has been put aside for construction duties. Not only is Joe the “BIG Boss” but he
was also the hired labourer. You can see in the accompanying picture below he is trying to levitate to
apply the siding. As he worked alone he could be heard barking orders to himself with utmost confidence they would be carried out; because he was the boss and the workman all in one. No mutiny by
the crew here, the big boss can shout rant and rave to the worker, the only one to hear is the deer in
the yard or the occasional bear. We have wild life here, deer with fawns, coyotes, bear, owls, once I had
a wolf watch me all afternoon as I was stripping the foundation boards. Just in case some of you are
wondering do I talk to the animals? Yes I do, and they listen; they don’t follow my work orders but they
listen. From spring through summer we have resident deer with their fawns on the yard. I had one doe
get quite indignant that I shout walk to the back yard. She came at me and I had to retreat to the
house. We have also thwarted coyotes from killing the fawns so we have a good working relationship
going. They leave the property in the autumn and show up in the spring with their youngsters. When
you are working alone sunrise to sunset day after day without seeing anyone, you will talk to anyone or
thing that is alive.

Joe and Marie have a lovely two acre parcel overlooking the Cedar Valley, the top of Abbotsford and
into the USA, with Mt Baker. The scenery is ever changing. I would like to invite chapter members
visiting the area or even passing through to stop by for a visit. The coffee pot is always on. We would
love to hear of club news. (see next page)
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We are located almost at the top of a small mountain,
hence the good view, down side is the drive way is steep,
22% grade, but it is straight with no hair pin turns like
our neighbours. I don’t know how a splash oiled car
would make it up the grade, as the driveway is about 200
feet long. It could best be described as a mini- Malahat
challenge, or a mini- Pikes Peak climb. Everything in
Mission is on a steep hill.

I bought a 1928 Desoto from John King and I would like to thank him publicly for his patience throughout the purchase and for bringing out the car from Saskatchewan. I had just cleaned her up and started
to prepare her for restoration when snow hit. We’ve had 41 inches of snow fall on the property from mid
-December to the first week of January. The poor Desoto is wrapped in cold barrier blankets and is
merely a lump in the snow. When the Victoria chapter was having a lovely tour New Year’s Day the
snow was over my hip waders, we were stuck in for three days. I always clear my drive way every day,
(3 to 4 hours of shoveling) however, the city doesn’t clear our access roads for days and we are stuck on
our mountain top. During Christmas I did feel like the Grinch up on his mountain top because we
couldn’t get out for all the snow and do the seasonal visiting.
I have to fess up I am envious of the Victoria weather; I was never a snow fan and now live in a snow
belt. If we are going to get snow like this year on a yearly basis I will have to trade in the Barracuda
for a TD 6 International bull dozer with a snow blade, or maybe an Arctic Cat. I am including a picture
of New Year’s Day looking out the front yard over the valley. All you Victoria folks can sigh and say
thank God it’s not us.

Greetings from Mission and I am hoping to come over for some club events this year.
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Website & Facebook News
The Victoria Chapter assumed responsibility for its own webpage in 2010 and created its own Facebook
group in January 2011. These two modern technologies have provided a written and pictorial history of
our Chapter’s varied activities, as well as providing information on upcoming events and important contact information.
The website has seen the addition of Local Run reports monthly and Newsletters added bi-monthly.
Over the past six years, this is a significant amount of accumulated material. Therefore, an Archive of
Local Runs has been made – for the years 2010 to 2015 – removing those reports from the current file.
These are still easily accessed through the Archives link and an additional description has been added to
each run to make searching for specifics a lot easier. The current file will contain the latest two years. A
similar plan to archive past newsletters is underway and may be complete by the time this newsletter is
published. Our webpage is a constant work-in-progress – suggestions and comments are always welcome.
The evolution of our Facebook group is interesting: 2011 (0 members); 2012 (16);
2013 (42); 2014 (60); 2015 (103); 2016
(115) and 2017 (169). The more we grow,
the faster we grow. This offers us another
good venue for promoting our Chapter’s
activities and events.
We chose the
“group” format so that all members can
post their comments and photos, which
encourages involvement and provides a wide diversity of material which stimulates participation from all
members. The National VCCC started their Facebook page in 2013 and they currently have 79 followers.
They chose the “page” format that only allows Administrators to post on the page and others’ comments
are only shown in the sidebar. We prefer our more interactive format.
Please be sure the check the website from time to time: http://victoria.vccc.com/index.htm And, join us
on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/11360749889/
Liz Taylor
Website & Facebook Liaison

Please contact Dolores Stevens if you know of a
member who needs some sunshine wishes.
Our Victoria Chapter Swap Meet is Sunday June 25 and volunteers
are important to the success of this meet. Good shifts are available.
For outside opportunities please contact Bill Bouchard, for the inside
concession please contact Liz or Paul Taylor.
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Sunday run, February 19
Jamie and Sherrill Cox put this run together and led the group for the drive that ended in Sidney. There
were 12 vintage and 12 “other” vehicles out with the 45 people for this tour.
The directions were clear and the route straightforward with the Peninsula and Sidney as the destination. There was the West Saanich and the Old West Saanich roads that got participants to the Ardmore
area before turning east to Sidney. Jetstream Custom Auto was the first destination where our host
proudly displayed vintage vehicles that were there for restoration. It was great to visit with our first
Camosun College recipient of the Victoria Chapter award, Ethan Pennell, who is an employee at
Jetstream.
After completing our interesting tour of this shop there was the destination of The Roost and as always
refreshments are sure to bring out the smiles.

Clockwise from top left—Jamie Cox providing comments about the driving information, a few of the cars in the
shop, all smiles at The Roost, Patrick Jones and Ethan Pennell relaxing in comfortable surroundings.
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Happenings
Meetings
Tuesday March 7, 730 pm Regular monthly meeting. Entertainment will be Alan Livingstone MacLeod talking about his latest book “Remembered in Bronze and Stone, Canada’s Great War Memorial Statuary.

Tuesday April 4, 730 pm Regular monthly meeting. Meetings are at St. Luke’s Church Hall.

Sunday tours
Sunday March 19. Meet at 1 pm at Pacific Forestry Centre on West Burnside Rd. Leave at
130 for a drive that is organized by John King. The destination is Sidney and bowling at Miracle
Lanes will be the opportunity. Refreshments are scheduled for after the bowling.
Sunday April 16. Meet at 1 pm at our regular location, Pacific Forestry Centre. This run is organized
by Jane Thomas and departure is at 130 pm.

Membership Renewal
If you haven’t renewed your membership for 2017 please mail your $50 to Jane
Thomas, or see her at the March 7 meeting. We are at deadline for having memberships at National for the Roster.

.

Collector Car Appreciation
This is the 8th consecutive year July will be recognized as Automotive Heritage Month in
Canada. The intention is to raise awareness of the vital role of automotive restoration
and collection.
Thanks to Paul and Liz Taylor, Richard Johnson for your continued support with pictures.
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